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Writer’s Point: Uniting Multiple 
Perspectives in Material Writing 
Brian Cullen 
 

Recently, I had the pleasure to be introduced to Sue Banman Sileci, and she shared 
some of her experience in writing courses for different age groups for both small and large 
publishers. Sue never dreamed that she could be a materials developer, and in fact, it was 
far off her radar. “What, me? Write books?”, she says, “That was for people much smarter, 
much more intellectual or cultured than me.” Like so many other teachers who become 
materials writers, it was not a clean break into a new career, but rather an extension of her 
teaching career.  

Sue studied Linguistics and German at Macalester College in St. Paul, Minnesota with 
the intention of becoming an ESL teacher. This led to her teaching in the U.S. and then in 
Brazil for about 15 years before she started editing at the local branch of an international 
publisher. Several stressful years later, she left to become a freelance editor and to try her 
own hand at writing.  

Talking to Sue was a useful reminder about the different but complementary roles of 
materials writer and editor. All good materials writers learn to conceptualize textbooks from 
the multiple perspectives of teachers, editors, sales teams, and students. However, editors, 
who represent the publishing company and are incredibly important, are there to mediate 
among all the perspectives and to make decisions to ensure that the material serves the 
needs of these multiple parties. Editorial work–among many other things–is to find an 
appropriate balance through this mediation and to help the materials writer to produce a 
book that will sell, looks good, meets market needs, is completed on time, and is within 
budget. It is a reality that editors can’t produce their dream books any more than authors 
can write their own dream books. In a practical world, the needs of the market rule, and we 
must always be asking ourselves questions which reflect this:  

 

• What do teachers and students need?  

• How does that translate into material that they’re excited about?  

• How much will that excitement translate into sales? 

The mediation between different perspectives which the editor must carry out is shown in 
Figure 1, and the editor can be seen to be responsible for solving a puzzle involving many 
pieces. Material writers may not need to deal with all areas of Figure 1 directly, but it is 
good to at least keep in mind the complex puzzle that the editor is facing.  
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Figure 1. Meditating between multiple perspectives 

 
Sue’s teaching experience helped a lot in getting her started on this complex puzzle. Like all 
of us, over the years she had found that there was plenty in the books she used that she 
loved and some things that she didn’t. This insight and true connection to the classroom is 
what makes teaching such a valuable experience for materials writers. The classroom also 
helps us to better understand the perspective of the students. Sue’s subsequent work as an 
editor at a local publisher gave her a fresh perspective and a deeper understanding of the 
mechanics of activities as she learned valuable skills including the ability to take manuscripts 
apart, judge them, reorder them, and reflect on them from different viewpoints. 
Simultaneously working with the publisher helped her to see course books from the point of 
view of the sales and marketing teams, and overall market. She has clearly managed to 
integrate these four perspectives successfully into her own writing career as can be seen by 
her writing for many popular series including Best Friends published by McGraw-Hill 
and English KnowHow published by Oxford University Press.  

When it came time to write her own material, she had a lot of experience and was 
able to combine all of these perspectives. Still, she said she had to take a deep breath and 
put on a different hat. All that background knowledge now needed to combine itself with 
creativity and her own words on the page.  

Since 2008, Sue has focused on writing primary course books for a major 
international publisher: two different series for the primary market and one for Brazil. She 
loves writing materials for children because “you can truly picture them using the material 
with enthusiasm and excitement.” She likes to stay in touch with the classroom and recently 
visited a few classrooms using her material and “it’s a lot of fun to see that lesson being 
used, not just in the way intended but in new and creative ways by innovative teachers… 
and, just as I pictured as I wrote it, the kids were having fun, using English to express 
themselves, and on their way to really mastering the language.”  
  Sue’s comments on her writing process are informative. Talking about the lessons 
that she viewed, she says that it is interesting to recall writing that lesson: “I don’t ever 
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remember the exact day but I remember the period of time, the stresses I was under, the 
other things going on in my life as I wrote that part of the book. So there’s this funny 
moment when I visit a classroom and see the lesson being happily used… No one knows I 
was worried about my daughter as I wrote it, or feeling financial pressure, or wondering 
what to make for dinner. It’s just this great lesson.” For those of us who struggle with 
writing our materials and balancing the writing with other elements of our lives, it is good to 
know that even a veteran like Sue goes through the same kind of stresses.  

Sue’s most recent project was a lower secondary course for a local publisher 
targeted at students in Brazil. It was her first opportunity to write her own coursebook for 
this sector. She compares writing for primary students versus secondary students: “Material 
for primary students is often their first introduction to English and the children are little. The 
material has to reflect that. Writing for lower secondary was fun because we could open up 
the playing field and were able to loosen up, just a bit, the grammatical and lexical control 
needed. What I really loved was being able to discuss slightly more complex issues and ask 
students to reflect on harder questions that involve them, their families, their communities, 
and their futures. None of it was breathtakingly complex, but still interesting to ask deeper 
questions.” 

We all know that creating materials can sometimes be difficult, but it is good to 
remember that it can also be an enjoyable process in the long run even if it does not seem 
so at a particularly stressful moment when deadlines are looming and sleep is lacking. For 
example, Sue relates a conversation with an acquaintance who writes novels and as they 
compared notes, Sue said, “Writing books is fun.” He laughed and replied, “No, it isn’t. 
What’s fun is having written a book.” Sue agrees although she also points out that there are 
fun moments in writing ELT books like “getting a good idea with a co-author after struggling 
alone for a long time” or “meetings with the editorial team” or “meeting a deadline and 
having nothing to think about for a weekend before writing the next unit starts.” 
  To cope with the difficulties and to focus on the task of writing, Sue says she tries to 
stay away from distractions like Facebook, the refrigerator, and her hobbies, and she sets 
deadlines and weekly quotas to “force my butt to stay in the chair and my fingers on the 
keyboard to write.” And the external deadline of the entire book always looms above her – 
it is “that thing I have to do, I have to think about, I have to figure out – no matter what I’m 
doing.” Sue likes writing books, but says she has learned, “it requires real discipline and a 
knowledge of when I work best, what I can do when I’m tired and what I need to save for 
the next day when I’m fresh, and then work my life around those times.” 
  Another thing that she likes about writing books is that, particularly with the current 
emphasis on CLIL, she is forced to understand topics that are far from her interest areas and 
what she would normally care to study. On any given day, she might be reading websites 
about the planets, the trucking industry, predictions for 100 years from now, ancient 
Greece, insect bites, the behavior of cheetahs, or Queen Victoria. When she is in the U.S. 
and watching game shows like Jeopardy, she always feels really smart because she knows so 
many odd, random facts! 

Sue gives some practical advice on the financial side of materials writing. For the 
sake of the whole industry, she suggests that writers resist ridiculously low-paying jobs and 
push for better wages. In addition, she advises writers to be smart–don’t take the first offer 
publishers make and ask other authors and a lawyer whether the deal seems fair. 

She also reminds us that we shouldn’t lose our own perspective. Big publishers have 
a strong vision of what they want, but it is good to push for our own angle within that. As 
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material writers, we have valuable life experience, market experience, and a point of view 
that needs to be heard. Of course, balance is essential and it’s important to remember the 
sales team’s perspective and to use ideas that are general and manageable across all the 
target markets, and do-able in a classroom. All the perspectives are important. As writers, 
you should listen to, respect, and trust your editors. However, as your editors are watching 
your moves, watch theirs. They’re human too and get tired, miss things, and may not 
understand your great idea. It’s a team effort with all the perspectives working together to 
create those magical learning experiences in the classroom.  
 

Task-based Speaking and Listening 
Assessment 

Aileen Bowe (Meisei University) 
 
Learner level:   Pre-intermediate upwards 
Length of the activity: 2x 45 minutes   
Resources used: Strips of coloured card paper, paper clips, teacher, self and 

peer assessment forms, task procedure sheet 
Goals: To facilitate naturalistic, semi-structured language use and to 

provide a means of assessing speaking and listening skills in a 
fun, task-based activity.  

 

Preparation 
1. Prepare teacher, self and peer assessment forms. Write rubrics for self and peer 

assessment (e.g. being inclusive, taking time to listen to someone trying to speak, 

asking questions, etc.). 

2. Create a task procedure sheet. For example, groups must build an object (e.g. a 

house). They may use X amount of paper strips and X amount of paper clips. The 

object should have X, Y and Z qualities (e.g. the house should be stable, look like a 

house, and be attractive). Learners should decide on some other qualities of the 

house. Learners may/may not tear or cut the strips of paper. Learners may/may not 

draw or write on the strips of paper. Learners have X amount of time (20 minutes is 

typically enough) to create the object and will then present it as a group.  

3. Cut up card paper into strips. Provide 10 strips of paper and 15 paper clips per group.  

4. Tell learners that their assessment will be a task-based form of assessment. 

Familiarity with task-based activities will save some time. 

Procedure 
PART I 

1. Hand out self-and peer-assessment forms. Give learners time to read the rubrics and 

discuss in groups. Ask learners to think about these rubrics during the task, in 
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